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EMPLOYER 1
The Journey of an Employer 
with No Benefits for Candidates, 
Existing Employees, and  
Exiting Employees

A New Job Role is Open!
Who sees it: External candidates only  

What do they see: Bad reviews on Glassdoor 
What happens: They don’t apply

Some do apply, but... 
they’re met with poor 

communication, leading to 
more bad reviews.

Hiring takes forever. 
Overworked staff seeks 
employment elsewhere.

More problems!

No internal mobility programme, so 
management can’t find existing talent. 

Ignored internal talent feels lack of 
possibility, and some leave.

Constant disruptions, 
difficulty retaining workforce, 
and problems engaging staff 

lead to productivity issues.

Productivity down! Engagement down! 
Company performance down! Profit sinks...

...leading to change/
redundancies

Without assistance, dismissed employees 
have no goodwill. More negative reviews!

EMPLOYER 2
The Journey of an Employer 
with Candidate Experience, 
Internal Mobility, and 
Outplacement Benefits

A New Job Role is Open!
Thanks to an internal mobility programme, 

internal applicants get a first look.

No appropriate internal 
candidates? Many positive 
reviews = many excellent 

external applicants.

You treat candidates with respect and offer 
Candidate Experience to those you decline...

Employees move upward! Hiring is fast! Staff 
are happy, engaged, and encouraged to grow.

When change and redundancies happen, 
outplacement offers outgoing employees 

the opportunity through assistance toward 
meaningful new employment. Internal mobility 
helps senior management resolve redeployment.

Exiting and remaining 
employees are cared for, 

goodwill remains, reviews are 
solid, and the cycle repeats.

INTOO is the career development and outplacement flagship for Gi Group, a 
global leader in HR and talent solutions. Our focus on personalised coaching 
and technology innovation enables organisations of all sizes to protect their 
employer brand throughout the employee lifecycle with flexible candidate 
experience, career mobility and outplacement solutions. 

intoo.com/uk

Follow the effects of employee-focused benefits 
on the employer brand journey

...so they can keep searching and improve 
their CVs, personal branding, cover letters, 
and more.
From their positive experience you gain:
1. good reviews
2. brand ambassadors
3. candidates in your pool for future hiring

Congratulations!
Your productive, right-sized

workforce leads to profit and 
growth!

The cycle repeats!


